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A Primary Study of Financial System of Liao and Jin Dynasty
WANG Ming-qian
（Maxism Institution, Xiamen University, Xiamen 361005, China）
Abstract: The financial system of Liao Dynasty closely depended on its bureaucratic establishment and embodied
“yinsuerzhi”political characteristic. The finance and the tax system of Jin Dynasty embodied its ethical characteris-
tic. In order to maintain the politic rights of Nuzhen and adapt the characteristic of product way, Jin Dynasty laid
cow tax and provided more military expenditures to Menganmouke army. Jin Dynasty played a certain role in tax
system. It redresses the wrongs of lay tax according to the person after the two taxes of Tang Dynasty, grasps the
situation of native fortune through check, lay fortune tax, control and balance the social economic resource and uni-
quely contributed to Chinese archaic financial history.
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